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Sociologists of race and ethnicity have convincingly demonstrated that cultural cat-
egorizations are affected by racialization. For example, some music genres are clearly
dominated by people of color (e.g., rap, soul, r&b), whereas others are particularly pop-
ular among whites (e.g., rock, country, classical). However, we know relatively little
about how habitual such racialized categorizations are for people. We offer an integrated
approach of cultural-sociological insights on the implicit underpinnings of categorization
processes to understand how implicit, “nondeclarative” aspects of racial association lie
at the heart of the—often, but not always, unintentional—(re)production of racialized
cultural categories. We use an Implicit Association Test in combination with a survey
(n = 920) to study the connection between rock music and whiteness, and rap music
and blackness. First, we find a relationship between whiteness/blackness and having a
preference for rock/rap. Second, we demonstrate that the racial associations regarding
these genres are firmly grounded in non-declarative knowledge and that this is widely
shared across racial groups, albeit somewhat more among people of color.

Introduction

In an attempt to overrule the influence of rigid genre categorizations, the
American trumpetist Louis Armstrong once famously declared that there are
only two kinds of music: “good” and “bad.” While countless music enthusiasts
continue to amplify and reiterate this truism, most fields of cultural production
and consumption—popular music included—are still principally guided by
rather rigid genre categorizations. Such categorizations or “rules” (Fabbri 1982)
are typically assumed to only include musical aspects such as sound, tempo,
instruments, time signature, or lyrical themes, yet non-musical characteristics
such as class, gender, or race/ethnicity can also play a crucial role in establish-
ing genre categorizations (Binder 1993; Brackett, 2016; Lizardo and Skiles
2016; Roy and Dowd 2010).
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As a case in point, this was made evident once again in 2019, when
Atlanta-based artist Lil’ Nas X stormed the Billboard “Hot Country Songs”
charts with his rap-country fusion hit “Old Town Road.” A week after entering
the charts, the song was removed by Billboard, stating that “while Old Town
Road incorporates references to country and cowboy imagery, it does not
embrace enough elements of today’s country music to chart in its current ver-
sion” (cited in: Leight 2019). This decision sparked heated debates on whether
Lil’ Nas X’s exclusion was perhaps principally caused by his blackness, and that
his rejection from these charts was racially rather than musically fueled (see,
e.g., Adjei-Kontoh 2019; Pearce 2019). Seeing that in the past the “Hot Country
Songs” charts had uncritically included songs by rapping artists who were white,
the evidence increasingly pointed toward considerations based on perceived ra-
cial rather than musical differences. While the song was allowed to reenter the
charts later—also due to the addition of white country musician Billy Ray Cyrus
to the song and its music video—, allegations of the continued salience of race
in the historically segregated (American) music industries (Mahon 2004; Miller
2010) were brought into the limelight once again (Cevallos 2019).

Ties between genre categorizations and non-musical aspects such as race
are not only consequential for (chart-storming) artists but also for music con-
sumers. Cultural-sociological research has demonstrated that the formation of
musical taste can have considerable social consequences as “in adopting a pref-
erence for a particular kind of music, individuals both articulate their own polit-
ical values and assert themselves in opposition to other musical taste groups”
(Bennett 2008:428). This becomes salient when we explore linkages of ethno-
racial groups to music genres. Examples abound: ascription to a black identity
is fostered by maintaining a preference for soul (Johnson 2003; Robinson
2014) or rap music (Clay 2003; Harrison 2008; Oware 2016, 2018; Rose,
1994). Salsa music is used to connect with an overall Latin-American or Latinx
identity (Radcliffe and Westwood 2005), particularly beyond Middle/South-
America itself (Rom�an-Vel�azquez 2017).

It is remarkable, however, that the linkages between such music genres
and frequently “marked” ethno-racial groups are clear to most actors involved,
whereas many music genres which are dominated by whites, such as country,
techno or rock music (Bannister 2017; Brunsma, Kim and Chapman 2020;
Hamilton 2016; Mann 2008; Van Bohemen and Roeling 2020), do not seem to
carry, at least to most of their adherents, an explicit ethno-racial connotation.
As such, they are “unmarked” from a racial viewpoint (Brekhus, Brunsma,
Platts and Dua 2010), having their ethno-racial characteristics rarely explicitly
discussed. Indeed, whites tend to perceive the “white spaces” (Anderson 2015;
Moore 2007) in which the music is performed and enjoyed as “unremarkable,
or as normal, taken-for-granted reflections of civil society” (Anderson
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2015:10), whereas persons of color may experience these as informally “off
limits” (ibid; see also Mahon 2004; Schaap and Berkers 2020b). Does this
mean that whites are also less aware of the racialization of such genres?

By focusing on two music genres with a history of racialization (rap music
and rock music), this article explores to what extent the persisting relationship
between music genres and racial boundary work can be found in implicitly
activated, non-declarative knowledge (Lizardo, 2017). This is important
because substantial parts of racial boundary work occur in largely unintentional,
automatic ways, for example, by making racial comparisons between artists
(Mahon 2004; Schaap 2015), by habitually associating artists of color with rap
or r&b (Harrison 2008; Schaap, 2015), or by perceiving an authenticity mis-
match between racial groups and music reception (Oware 2016; Roy 2004;
Schaap and Berkers 2020a). Such mechanisms all help explain why racializa-
tion persists in rap/rock music, and subsequently the largely unaddressed white
dominance in rock music consumption. However, they do not tell us about the
cognitive depth of this cultural knowledge that informs these classificatory pro-
cesses. This is important because knowledge that exists largely on a non-
declarative level of cognition is crucial for automatic, everyday classification
and decision making (Boutyline and Soter 2021; Lizardo 2017).

Building on recent advances in cognition in cultural sociology, we theoret-
ically and empirically consider the cognitive aspects underlying boundary work
and, related, the racialization of music genres. This allows us to specifically
pay attention to the habitual, cognitive elements of racial association which lie
at the heart of the—often unintentional—(re)production of whiteness. In other
words, we ask to what extent the connections between whiteness and rock, and
blackness and rap, are grounded in habitual, non-declarative “know-how”
(Lizardo 2017), which is part and parcel of the habitus and can differ between
whites and blacks (Bonilla-Silva, Goar and Embrick 2006; Bourdieu 1990). As
such, we (1) empirically assess the racial associations in rock/rap music recep-
tion as part of non-declarative personal knowledge and (2) explore whether we
can identify group differences regarding the strength of these associations.

To do so, we developed a survey with an Implicit Association Test (IAT)
to capture non-declarative knowledge pertaining to these music genres. The
IAT is a latency-based research method developed by social psychologists
Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz (1998), and aims to measure respondents’
implicit associations between concepts (e.g., people, objects, images) and attri-
butes (e.g., pleasant versus unpleasant words). The IAT–survey combination is
an ideal tool (cf. Lamont, Adler, Park and Xiang 2017; Schaap, Van der Waal
and De Koster 2019; Shepherd 2011) to empirically explore the combined theo-
retical interests of cultural sociologists and sociologists of race and ethnicity in
the role of non-declarative knowledge in the reproduction of inequalities
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(e.g., Brekhus, Brunsma, Platts and Dua 2010; Brubaker, Loveman and Stama-
tov 2004). Results from our IAT–survey combination (n = 920) are employed
to analyze whether people indeed carry a strong implicit association between
rock and whiteness, and rap and blackness, and, if so, whether this is related to
group differences such as race, gender, age, educational level, and/or having a
preference for rock/rap music.

In what follows, we first discuss how popular music genres, rap and rock
music in particular, are formative of boundary work, which contributes to the
process through which inequalities are produced and maintained in everyday
life. Subsequently, we outline Lizardo’s (2017) theory of enculturation in which
he makes a distinction between declarative and non-declarative knowledge, and
how this is tied to boundary work. Based on this, we outline two hypotheses
regarding whether: (1) the racialization of the rock/rap music genres is found in
non-declarative cultural knowledge; and (2) ethno-racial groups differ in that
regard, as can be expected according to theories outlined below. This is fol-
lowed by a description of the data and methodology, in which we outline the
operationalization of non-declarative knowledge in an IAT–survey combination.
In the results section we outline our findings, which are summarized and fur-
ther reflected upon in the conclusion. Here, we also explore the IAT’s limita-
tions for the research at hand, and offer suggestions for further research.

Racialization of Music Genres and Boundary Work

More than most other cultural products, popular music is a vital source of
everyday entertainment and identification. Identification with popular music
usually occurs along lines of specific (groups of) music genres such as rap,
jazz, classical, heavy metal, or dance music. These categorizations tend to be
rather fuzzy and flexible, yet have a felt sense of boundedness due to largely
agreed upon perceived similarities (Van Venrooij and Schmutz 2018). Aside
from establishing a sense of cohesion for music consumers, music genres also
bound audiences together with musicians, media, industries, and critics (Lena
and Peterson 2008), who collectively construct and maintain a genre’s symbolic
boundaries. Drawn from cultural sociology, symbolic boundaries are socially
constructed conceptual distinctions that actors attribute to objects, people, or
categorizations (such as genres) to make sense of everyday social reality
(Lamont and Moln�ar 2002; Nippert-Eng 2008). This ordering of social reality
through the drawing of symbolic boundaries not only helps people to create
order to what they observe, hear, and experience but also contributes to the
making of everyday taste distinctions—“likes” and “dislikes” (Bourdieu 1984).

Symbolic boundaries, hence, come to give an intuitive sense of whether
someone or something is perceived to “fit” with a specific (cultural) category
or genre. Practices that are normalized within music genres can subsequently
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become part of the genre’s symbolic boundaries, making them salient in cate-
gorizing processes. For example: yelling praise is deemed inappropriate in clas-
sical chamber music but not at punk shows; white clothing is deemed
unacceptable in heavy metal music but popular in certain techno scenes; jump-
ing and singing along are acceptable in hip-hop but definitely not in opera.
Crucially, however, symbolic boundaries not only pertain to elements within
individual’s influence (how to behave, what to wear, and which likes and dis-
likes to display) but also to background characteristics outside of the individ-
ual’s direct influence such as gender, sexuality, or race.

Indeed, ample previous research finds that racial groups are not only
reflected in genres of popular music but also that genres are often structured
along racial lines (Roy and Dowd 2010). These ties create a situation of “ho-
mology,” “a synchronous state of affairs denoting a correspondence between
aesthetic boundaries, such as genres, and social boundaries, such as race, gen-
der, or class” (Roy 2004:267). Racialized expectations—who is considered to
“fit” with a genre and who is not based on one’s skin color—can, hence,
become part of music genres’ symbolic boundaries. These expectations can
solidify to such an extent that racial group membership can serve as a signpost
to establish who is seen to be a “true” or “authentic” member of a group (Clay
2003; McLeod 1999; Oware 2018), which bears consequences for inclusion
and exclusion in cultural participation (McDowell 2017; Oware 2018; Schaap
and Berkers 2020b). Indeed, symbolic boundaries continue to function outside
of music’s premises as they shape everyday inequalities along racial lines
(Lamont and Moln�ar 2002; Omi and Winant 1986). Think, for example, of
how “non-dominant” black cultural capital based on preferences for rap music
is devalued by teachers (Carter 2003; Goldenberg 2014; Richards 2020) or is
even seen as dangerous for society (Binder 1993). In other words, despite the
fact that symbolic boundaries are relatively arbitrarily socially constructed cate-
gorizations of culture and cultural products, they can have substantive conse-
quences in people’s everyday lives, particularly for people of color. Indeed,
“tastes in music are a remarkably instructive barometer of wider sociological
processes” (Prior 2013:191), even providing a basis for making racial ideology
claims (Hughey 2012), making popular music an important cultural product to
explore the negotiation and contestation of racial difference.

As numerous examples above demonstrate, it is rap music in particular
which is often found to be in an explicit homologous relationship with black
audience groups (Clay 2003; Lizardo and Skiles 2016; Rose 1994) and ethno-
racial minority groups more broadly (Bennett 1999; Carter 2003; Terkourafi
2010). Rap music grew to become the most popular and enduring aspect of hip-
hop culture, which developed in New York in the 1970s among inner-city black
adolescents. Hip-hop provided and continues to provide a strong sense of
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identity, as it centers the experiences of marginalized people, particularly black
people, in the stories conveyed through music (Rose 1994). Historically, hip-
hop is seen as “the very blackest culture—one that provides the scale on which
all others can be evaluated” (Gilroy 1997:85). Indeed, a preference for and
understanding of rap music is found to function as a primary source of empow-
erment, black authenticity, and cultural capital among people of color (Carter
2003; Clay 2003; Richards 2020; Wallace 2017). Racially charged media fram-
ing, particularly in the early 1990s, caused the genre to be perceived as problem-
atic and harmful for society, particularly for white, middle-class youth (Binder
1993). While this has not stood in the way of the unparalleled growth of the
genre internationally, criticism regarding the ongoing marginalization of black
artists in white-dominated music charts remains to this date, as exemplified by
the discussed case of Lil Nas X in 2019, and a year later by Tyler, the Creator’s
criticism on the implicit racialization of Grammy categories (Atkinson 2020).

Rock music on the other hand is numerically and symbolically dominated
by whites (Bannister 2017; Mahon 2004; Schaap 2015), while its origins—
rhythm and blues and rock ‘n’ roll—are strongly tied to black groups in the
1940s and 1950s American South (Hamilton 2016). In the 1950s in particular,
pioneering black rock ‘n’ roll musicians such as Big Mama Thornton, Chuck
Berry, Little Richard, and Sister Rosetta Tharpe were edged out by music
industry majors, and denied mainstream white audiences, because of racially
segregated market practices (Bertrand 2000; Hamilton 2016; Mahon 2020).
White musicians such as Bill Haley, Jerry Lee Lewis, and Elvis Presley—later
proclaimed “king” of the genre—were able to rise to fame within this period
(Taylor 1997). Ever since, rock music and the many subgenres it sprouted
(e.g., punk, heavy metal, indie) have been dominated by whites, both onstage
and offstage (Schaap 2015). This has entrenched to such an extent that for dec-
ades there was a general expectation among rock music professionals that
“black rock won’t sell to whites because it’s black, and it won’t sell to blacks
because it is rock” (Mahon 2004:68). Strikingly, however, unlike genres which
are dominated by people of color, rock music’s whiteness is rarely acknowl-
edged verbally within or beyond its premises.

Indeed, whereas “black music” has become an accepted genre demarcation
in Western societies within media, academia, and general discourse (there was
even the academic Black Music Research Journal between 1980 and 2016),
“white music” is typically only used as a genre indicator to specifically indicate
white supremacist music, or it is used from the perspective of people of color to
whom rock’s whiteness is usually immediately evident (see Mahon 2004). When
rock music’s whiteness is discussed explicitly, this is often combatted by rock
music insiders through “color-blind” discourse (Bonilla-Silva 2006; Hancock
2008), stating that race is not part of the genre’s symbolic boundaries at all
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(Schaap and Berkers 2020a). This suggests that rock music’s whiteness is
implicitly rather than explicitly maintained, as opposed to rap music’s explicit
connection to blackness. In rock music culture and the associated “white spaces”
(Anderson 2015; Moore 2007) where it is enjoyed, “being white is the “default,”
whereas people of color are constructed as the other” (Brunsma, Kim and Chap-
man 2020:13). An explanation for this may be found in how racialized symbolic
boundaries are formed through implicit associations that people construct
between music genre categorizations and ethno-racial categorizations, which are
formative of habitual, non-declarative knowledge about music genres.

Boundary Work and Declarative/Non-declarative Knowledge

As suggested above, a key issue in the construction, maintenance, and
deconstruction of whiteness—or any dominant social category—through bound-
ary work is that it often (but not exclusively) takes place without explicit,
intended discriminatory activities: “racism without racists” (Bonilla-Silva 2006;
Withers 2017). Indeed, the bulk of everyday boundary work occurs without
people “actively” or deliberately constructing or maintaining these boundaries
(or not reporting to do so). To address this challenge, cultural sociologists have
expanded their attention toward the cognitive, implicit elements that seem to
provide the understructure of such discriminatory processes. These approaches
are, however, rarely theoretically and empirically integrated (Boutyline and
Soter 2021; Lamont Adler, Park and Xiang 2017; Schaap, Van der Waal and
De Koster 2019; Shepherd 2011). Whereas scholars in (social) psychology have
developed ample means to empirically asses implicit associations or “implicit
bias” (for a review of such methods, see Gawronski and Payne 2010; Witten-
brink and Schwarz 2007), sociologists have been primarily concerned with the-
oretical advances to sociologically understand such cognitive phenomena (e.g.,
Brekhus 2015; Cerulo 2002, 2010; DiMaggio 1997, 2002; Mohr et al. 2020;
Vaisey 2009; Zerubavel 1997). To empirically assess the ethno-racial dynamics
underpinning the tying of social categories with aesthetic categories like music
genres, and theoretically advance our understanding of such mechanisms in
boundary work, an integrated approach between cultural-cognitive sociology
and the sociology of race and ethnicity is required.

Based on the theoretical excavations by Vaisey (2009) and Patterson
(2014), Lizardo (2017) conceptualizes a “theory of enculturation,” which offers
the building blocks for such an integrated, cultural-cognitive approach to impli-
cit and explicit ethno-racial boundary work. Essentially, Lizardo (2017) concep-
tualizes culture as active in two distinguishable realms. On one hand, we have
“public culture,” which constitutes externalized culture—material and immate-
rial—such as public symbols, discourses, and institutions. For the purposes of
this article, in public culture, we can locate widely shared conceptualizations of
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specific music genres (rap and rock music, for example) and collective interpre-
tations of symbolic and social boundaries. On the other hand, Lizardo identifies
“personal culture,” which is manifested at the level of the individual in two
analytically distinct ways: “declarative” and “nondeclarative” personal culture.
Both forms of personal culture are acquired through a process of “encultura-
tion”: “as a process of internalization of experiential patterns encountered in
the world via a developmental learning process” (Lizardo 2017:91). People
internalize aspects of public culture and reproduce or contest this over time,
through which it flows back into public culture. However, it is the distinction
between declarative and non-declarative culture that is fundamental to an inte-
grated approach. To understand this, we first need to unpack two questions:
how does declarative/non-declarative culture become “part” of persons and how
is it differently activated?

First, declarative culture consists of knowledge that individuals can reflect
on in various degrees (Patterson 2014). It is “know-that” knowledge, which lies
at the heart of reasoning, logic, judgment, and evaluation (Lizardo 2017:91–
92). It is knowledge “stored” in relatively accessible networks of symbols.
Declarative culture is “slow,” “deliberate,” and can be activated in any situation
(familiar and unfamiliar), particularly those which do not necessitate emotional
involvement (“cold” emotion, DiMaggio 2002). As such, declarative knowledge
is activated during deliberate cognitive tasks such as the making of choices,
rationalization, justifications, reasoning, or the fabrication of narratives (Lizardo
2017:92).

Second, non-declarative culture is pre-reflexive “know-how” knowledge
which is acquired through a process of slow learning, such as socialization.
These are, in other words, the “implicit, durable, cognitive-emotive associa-
tions, bodily comportments, and perceptual and motor skills built from repeated
exposure to consistent patterns of experience” (Lizardo 2017:92). As such,
non-declarative knowledge is both habitual and embodied (Bourdieu 1990;
Wacquant 2004) and is at the core of what social psychologists have labelled
“implicit associations” (Greenwald et al. 1998; Shepherd 2011). It is “stored”
in the form of relatively inaccessible network of associations that have devel-
oped overtime. This functions on the basis of a connectionist model of repeated
exposure: when things often happen together, they become strongly associated
in cognition. Due to this strong link with (repeated) experience, it is also acti-
vated in other contexts than declarative knowledge: “once acquired, nondeclara-
tive culture subsists as a resource to be applied to action situations that bear a
structured similarity to those in which the relevant associations were formed”
(Lizardo 2017:93). This means that when individuals are confronted with rela-
tively unfamiliar contexts (“outside your comfort zone”), declarative culture is
more readily activated than non-declarative culture, as actors begin to
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anticipate, justify, narrate, and/or rationalize this new situation. Non-declarative
culture on the other hand is activated, often automatically (Boutyline and Soter
2021), in emotionally “hot” situations (e.g., anger, sadness, exhilaration) and/or
situations which are, through repeated exposure, (deemed) very familiar and do
not trigger a high level of cognitive attention (DiMaggio 2002).

The analytical distinction between public culture, declarative culture, and
non-declarative culture is very useful for (at least) two reasons. First, it assists
in solving sociological puzzles which are deemed “paradoxical” while they in
fact are not. Due to the different processes of enculturation and cognitive acti-
vation, declarative and non-declarative culture can either be weakly or strongly
tied. In other words, there can be “structured dissociations between declarative
‘sayings’ and nondeclarative ‘doings’” (Lizardo 2017:109), which are conse-
quential for how persons respond or reason in different situations. Seeing that
most sociological approaches exclusively rely on what respondents are able to
share verbally, for example in interviews or surveys, only the declarative “say-
ings” are empirically assessed, resulting in by-proxy theoretical expeditions that
offer post hoc rationalizations for the paradoxes found in the comparison
between “sayings” and actual social situations. Particularly, in the sociology of
race and ethnicity, such paradoxes have been brought to light extensively,
mainly through ethnographic research that focusses more on behavior than self-
reports. Consider, for example, Hughey’s findings on white antiracists who,
despite good intentions, reproduce racial inequalities due to “a fetishization of
nonwhites, a view of “otherness” as essentially potent and exotic, and/or a tok-
enized approach to interracial interactions that safeguard one’s own supposed
lack of racism” (2012:192). Or Anderson’s compelling ethnography on
Philadelphia’s black, white, and “cosmopolitan” spaces where racial interac-
tions continually cause instances of “cognitive dissonance” (2012:257). As
mentioned earlier, this paradox was captured particularly well in the title of
Bonilla-Silva’s (2006) influential book Racism Without Racists. In other words,
by theoretically distinguishing between declarative and non-declarative culture,
we are able to differentiate between the “racism” (non-declarative culture)
“without racists” (declarative cultural) and its perpetuation (everyday boundary
work producing public culture).

Second, it provides a clear theoretical tool to understand the relationships
between empirical findings pertaining to declarative and non-declarative culture,
while being sensitive to the larger social mechanisms underlying these relation-
ships (Gross 2009). Indeed, “the theoretical action lies precisely at the intersec-
tion of declarative and nondeclarative culture and the link of both of these with
institutionalized public culture” (Lizardo 2017:110). Put differently, it assists in
relating widely shared frames of classification (public culture) with its
individual-level manifestations (personal culture), differentiated between its
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declarative and non-declarative elements. Additionally, these individual-level
manifestations help (re)shape public culture through boundary work (see
Figure 1). As such, it provides an elucidation of the sociological puzzle at
hand; the continued salience of whiteness (blackness) of rock (rap) music cul-
ture (and more broadly, the construction, maintenance, and deconstruction of
racialized categories), which could also be identified in other (cultural) fields
and societies at large.

Having the empirical tools to examine non-declarative personal knowl-
edge, we can assess (1) whether, and to what extent, people indeed associate
rock music with whiteness and rap music with blackness on an implicit, non-
declarative level, and (2) explore whether groups differ in that regard.

More specifically, we have formulated two hypotheses to be tested with an
IAT–survey combination. First, we hypothesize that the configurational white-
ness of rock music and blackness and rap music is part of a general habitus
that is specific to ethno-racial enculturation in the United States:

Figure 1 The relationships between public culture, personal culture (declarative
and nondeclarative) and racial boundary work (based on: Lizardo, 2017).
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Hypothesis 1

Respondents exhibit a strong implicit association between whiteness and
rock music, and blackness and rap music.

Second, we hypothesize that these results might vary based on ethno-racial
background characteristics (H2a and H2b). On the one hand, the white habitus
hypothesis assumes that, through processes of socialization in a society domi-
nated by whites, white respondents have strong non-declarative knowledge in
which specific ethno-racial groups and music genres are associated compared to
non-white respondents. In a study on white segregation in American neighbor-
hoods, Bonilla-Silva, Goar, and Embrick identify the existence of a “white
habitus” which “geographically and psychologically limits whites’ chances of
developing meaningful relationships with blacks and other minorities”
(2006:229). This white habitus is the consequence of a “racialized, uninter-
rupted socialization process that conditions and creates whites’ racial tastes,
perceptions, feelings, and emotions and their views on racial matters” (Bonilla-
Silva 2006:104). As such, we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 2a

Whites exhibit a stronger implicit association between whiteness and rock
music, and blackness and rap music, than people of color.

On the other hand, the black authenticity hypothesis assumes the oppo-
site: because whites are largely unaware of rock music’s white configuration,
they will have more difficulty associating whiteness with rock and blackness
with rap, than non-white respondents—for whom this connection is present
in both declarative and non-declarative knowledge. Because of the strong
explicit association between “authentic blackness” or black empowerment
and rap/hip-hop culture (Carter 2003; Clay 2003; Oware 2018), it is
expected that respondents identifying as people of color will have stronger
associations with rap/blackness and rock/whiteness than respondents identify-
ing as white.

Hypothesis 2b

People of color exhibit a stronger implicit association between whiteness
and rock music, and blackness and rap music, than whites.
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Data and methods

Implicit Association Test

To test our hypotheses, we developed a five-block IAT based on the attri-
butes “rock music” versus “rap music,” and the concepts “whiteness” and
“blackness.” For the attributes, a list of words was generated, eight for each
music genre. In a pilot study, each word was assessed to test whether it was
seen to clearly match with one genre, while being generally seen as deviating
from the other. For the concepts, a set of images of white (six faces) and black
(six faces) individuals was used, drawn from the (validated) set offered by
Nosek et al. (2007a). The schematic depiction of the IAT can be seen in
Table 1. The final version of this IAT was subsequently placed online by Har-
vard’s Project Implicit, combined with a survey. The survey served as a means
to assess respondent background characteristics, preferences for rock/rap music,
and attitudes toward ethno-racial groups. These were used as control variables
to explain potential variation in the results. The full dataset and survey ques-
tions can be consulted in the online supplement to this article.

Sample

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) was used to recruit respondents for the
IAT–survey combination. MTurk is a paid participant compensation system that is
useful for data collection. Multiple studies, particularly in psychology (e.g., Good-
man et al. 2013; Rand 2012; Rouse 2015), have demonstrated that MTurk samples
are generally comparable to standard Internet samples and that “MTurk can be
used to obtain high-quality data inexpensively and rapidly” (Buhrmester, Kwang
and Gosling 2011:3), sometimes outperforming national surveys (for a review, see
Kennedy et al. 2020). Based on known issues with MTurk samples (Litman and
Robinson, 2020), we took the following into consideration in our research design.
First, we only allowed the so-called “Master Turkers,” workers with a perfect rep-
utation on the platform, located in the United States to complete the survey. Sec-
ond, we provided transparent explanations on the length and contents of the
survey and matched the financial reward to the time effort. Third, participants were
stimulated to give comments at the end of the survey and/or contact us through e-
mail if they had any questions or complaints on the procedure and/or payment. We
received no negative feedback on either. Before participating, respondents were
requested to read and accept an informed consent form developed on the basis of
the ethical guidelines provided by the Netherlands Sociological Association
(NSV) and The Association of Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU).

A total number of 979 individuals completed the survey and the IAT.
According to guidelines provided by Greenwald, Nosek, and Banaji (2003),
cases with error rates over 25% (respondents who made a sorting mistake in
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more than a quarter of the trials) were removed from the data. Removal is war-
ranted because high error rates could be the consequence of respondents’ lack
of familiarity with the attributes (rap/rock) in this specific IAT. This led to a
decrease of 59 respondents, resulting in a final sample of 920 respondents. The
average age of respondents in the sample is 38.8 (SD = 11.7). Forty-four per-
cent of respondents identify as male, 55% as female, and 1% as other gender.
The majority of respondents (75.6%) self-identify as white and 24.4% self-
identify as people of color based on the validated 10-point NIS Skin Color
Scale (Campbell et al. 2020; Massey and Martin 2003). Finally, average
reported family income (before taxes) of respondents lies between $35,000 and
$40,000 annually and they are on average college educated.

Data analysis

Rather than using untransformed latencies or log-transformed latencies,
Greenwald, Nosek, and Banaji (2003) recommend using the D statistic as a scor-
ing algorithm for the IAT. Essentially, the D statistic is a “personalized” variation
of Cohen’s d, which makes use of within-respondent variance in response laten-
cies rather than the pooled standard deviation (Rudman, 2011:31). The D statistic
is calculated by (1) deleting all trials greater than 10,000 milliseconds (interpreted
as a significant lapse of attention), (2) deleting all respondents for whom more
than 10% of the trials have a latency smaller than 300 milliseconds (considered
too fast for cognitive appraisal), (3) computing the mean latencies separately for
trials of blocks 3 and 5, and (4) computing the combined standard deviation for
each respondent (personalized) of blocks 3 and 5 (Nosek, Greenwald and Banaji
2007b:273). This computation removes between-respondent variance (particu-
larly because respondents’ cognitive and computer skills may vary) and it
decreases the potential influence of task order in the IAT (as congruent and incon-
gruent tasks are randomized between respondents) (Greenwald, Nosek and Banaji
2003). After extensive testing, this is still found to be the best measure to handle
IAT data (Richetin, Costantini, Perugini and Sch€onbrodt 2015). Moreover, it
makes comparison with explicit measures (survey items) relatively straightfor-
ward (Rudman 2011:31). To interpret, D statistics of .15, .35, and .60, respec-
tively, signify a small, moderate, or large IAT effect (ibid).

Results

The first task at hand is to establish whether there is a relationship
between respondent racial self-identification and preferences for rock and/or rap
music. In the survey, we asked respondents to indicate on a scale of 1–10
(ranging from “not at all” to “very much”) whether they like rock music and
related genres, and whether they like rap music and related genres. In addition,
for both of these genres, we asked respondents to give an indication (scale of
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1–10, ranging from “never” to “always”) on how often they listen to music
from this genre when they are listening to music. The findings of the two liking
and listening variables for each genre were combined into one variable for rock
music and one variable for rap music. These were subsequently used as depen-
dent variables in a linear regression analysis in which age, gender, race, level
of education, and income were included as potentially explanatory variables.
As visible in Tables 2 and 3, we found in both cases that there is a significant
relationship between whiteness and preferring rock music (B = �.463;
p < .000), and blackness and preferring rap music (B = .306; p < .000). More-
over, for rock music, we see that men are more likely to prefer rock music than
women (B = .772; p < .000), while we found no relationship between gender
and (dis)liking rap music. For rap music, we do, however, see that age affects
having a preference for rap music, as younger respondents are more apprecia-
tive of the genre than older respondents (B = �.079; p < .000). For both gen-
res, we find no relationship between level of education or income. In other
words, there is little evidence within this sample for a relationship between a
preference for rock or rap music and class indicators, while we clearly observe
a pattern based on race, gender, and age.

The next step in the analysis is to assess whether respondents implicitly
relate rock music to whiteness and rap music to blackness. In other words,
whether the relationship we find between racial background traits and having a

Table 2
Linear regression model of potential predictors of preference for rock

music (n = 920)

B SE B b p

Constant 7.841 .678 .000
Race (white/black) �.463 .055 �.251*** .000
Age .010 .007 .044 .142
Gender (women/men) .772 .156 .149*** .000
Level of education �.059 .056 �.033 .292
Income .026 .017 .049 .114

R2 = .083.
*p = <.05.
**p = <.01.
***p = <.001.
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preference for rock or rap music (Lizardo and Skiles 2016) can also be found
in non-declarative knowledge.

Figure 2 presents the distribution of implicit associations, indicated by D
scores. Negative scores indicate a stronger association between whiteness and
rap music, and blackness and rock music. Positive scores indicate the opposite:
a stronger association between whiteness and rock music, and blackness and rap
music. Scores around zero signal no specific association in either direction—
meaning that there would be little evidence of non-declarative knowledge on
this particular association. Based on these scores, we can conclude that, on aver-
age, respondents have a strong implicit association between whiteness and rock
music, and blackness and rap music. Over 50% of respondents have a D score
higher than .50, with the top 25% scoring over .74. Overall, following Rudman
(2011:31), we can speak of a moderate-to-strong mean IAT effect (.48), reject-
ing the null hypothesis and confirming H1: respondents exhibit a strong implicit
association between whiteness and rock music, and blackness and rap music.
This means that indeed the racialization of both genres can be found in non-
declarative, habitual knowledge.

Second, a multiple linear regression was conducted to predict implicit asso-
ciations between whiteness and rock, and blackness and rap, based on respon-
dent’s self-identified race and background characteristics (see Table 4). Despite
a significant model fit (F[5.805] = 6.153, p < .000), it only explains 4% of the

Table 3
Linear regression model of potential predictors of preference for rap music

(n = 920)

B SE B b p

Constant 4.855 .731 .000
Race (white/black) .306 .059 .150*** .000
Age �.079 .007 �.325*** .000
Gender (women/men) .314 .168 .055 .063
Level of education .056 .060 .028 .348
Income .030 .018 .051 .093

R2 = .127.
*p = <.05.
**p = <.01.
***p = <.001.
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variance in the data. While age and race are significant predictors of implicit
racial categorizing of genres, these effects are small. As can be seen, all other
predictors—most notably gender, level of education, income, and having a pref-
erence for rock/rap—do not predict high or low implicit racial categorizing of
genres. As expected, (discriminatory) attitudes toward blackness and whiteness
in general also do not influence these results positively or negatively—these
racial associations regarding rock/rap music are widely shared and not related to
(anti-)racist proclivities. Given that respondents who self-identify as people of
color exhibit a statistically significant stronger implicit association between
whiteness and rock, and blackness and rap, than respondents who identify as
whites, H2A has to be rejected and H2B can be corroborated. Note, however,
that the effect size is small: the difference in the strength of the implicit associa-
tion between both groups is only 0.032. While the effect is statistically signifi-
cant, it needs to be emphasized that its substantive meaning is limited.

Figure 2 Distribution of IAT scores. Positive scores indicate an association
between rock and whiteness, and rap and blackness. 0 indicates no association.

(n = 920).
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Discussion and conclusion

Scholars of race and ethnicity have convincingly demonstrated that cultural
categories such as music genres can be racialized, which has considerable con-
sequences for everyday inequalities (cf. Clay 2003; Mahon 2004; Oware 2016).
The analysis of how cultural categories are cognitively constructed and main-
tained across groups has, meanwhile, been a mainstay in cultural-sociological
theorizing (cf. Mohr et al. 2020). Cultural sociologists have made considerable
strides in understanding how the maintenance of such categories—and its rela-
tionship with everyday boundary work—has implicit, non-declarative underpin-
nings in cognition (Lamont, Adler, Park and Xiang 2017; Lizardo 2017;
Patterson 2014). In this study, we aimed to bridge these various approaches
and empirically scrutinize to what extent the racialization of cultural categories
can be found in implicit, non-declarative knowledge that informs these “habit-
ual,” automatic categorization processes. This is important because empirically

Table 4
Linear regression model of potential predictors of implicit associations

between whiteness and rock, and blackness and rap (n = 920)

B SE B b p

Step 1
Constant .414 .024 .000
Race (white/black) .032 .010 .106** .001

Step 2
Constant .280 .135 .038
Race (white/black) .032 .010 .108** .002
Age .006 .001 .174*** .000
Gender (women/men) �.002 .027 �.003 .931
Level of education �.014 .010 �.047 .165
Income .001 .003 .015 .665
Preference rock .009 .005 .057 .095
Preference rap .005 .005 .033 .359
Prejudice toward whites �.002 .003 �.022 .559
Prejudice toward blacks .000 .003 �.006 .866

R2 = .011 for Step 1; R2 = .034 for Step 2.
*p = <.05.
**p = <.01.
***p = <.001.
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understanding the cognitive underpinnings and depth of racial categorization
can shed light on differences between declarative “sayings” and non-declarative
“doings” found in ample studies on everyday racism (e.g., Anderson 2015;
Bonilla-Silva 2006; Hughey 2012).

Using an Implicit Association Test in combination with a survey, we
researched to what extent two well-known music genres (rock music and rap
music) are (1) preferred differently by people identifying as white or people of
color; (2) to what extent the racialization of these genres is found in non-
declarative cultural knowledge; and (3) whether ethno-racial groups differ in
that regard. First, we find that rap music is preferred by respondents identifying
as people of color, while rock music is preferred by white respondents, replicat-
ing earlier findings by Lizardo and Skiles (2016). Second, we find that there is
a moderate-to-strong overall implicit association between blackness and rap,
and whiteness and rock, among respondents. In other words: there is clear evi-
dence that the racialization of cultural categories such as music genres can be
found in non-declarative knowledge, which is the consequence of enculturation
processes (Lizardo 2017) and fuels the implicit, habitual formation of symbolic
boundaries in everyday life (Lamont and Moln�ar 2002). Third, we find—
although the effect size is small—that this association is stronger among
respondents identifying as people of color. While additional research is war-
ranted, we theorize this is because of the important role that rap music has
played (and continues to play) for discourses of black empowerment and
authentication (cf. Carter 2003; Clay 2003; Rose 1994). As a result, non-
declarative knowledge regarding blackness and rap may have enculturated more
deeply among people of color due to a stronger trajectory from public-to-
explicit-to-implicit knowledge (cf. Boutyline and Soter 2021). Again, due to
the small effect size of this finding, we conclude that its substantive meaning is
limited and further research into this particular relationship is needed.

Using the IAT in sociological research has its challenges and we should
be careful not to overinterpret results from IATs (cf. Blanton et al. 2007, 2015;
Oswald et al. 2013). Previous research has demonstrated that implicit attitudes
do not always inform everyday actions and that these can, in a number of situa-
tions, be overruled by conscious deliberation (cf. Carlsson and Agerstr€om
2016; Jerolmack and Khan 2014). Scholars should hence be cautious to overin-
terpret IAT’s findings in terms of action and behavior. However, sociologists
are uniquely equipped to theoretically understand how non-declarative, habitual
knowledge may—but does not necessarily have to—inform everyday decision
making (Schaap et al. 2019), and the IAT–survey combination is a particularly
useful tool to assess this.

Our findings offer two substantial contributions to the literature on racial-
ized cultural categorization. First, overall, we indicate that there is no reason to
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assume that background characteristics such as age, gender, level of education,
or race are an indicator of having or not having certain kinds of non-
declarative knowledge regarding the ties between whiteness/blackness and rock/
rap music. Indeed, we find that the association between whiteness and rock,
and blackness and rap, is moderate to strong among all respondents, and partic-
ularly so among respondents identifying as people of color. In other words,
widely shared racialized associations regarding cultural categories (e.g., in edu-
cation, media, and everyday interactions) slowly become entrenched in non-
declarative knowledge through enculturation.

Second, previous studies on white cultural consumption practices often
find variation in declarative knowledge (in the shape of color-conscious ideolo-
gies, e.g., see Hancock 2008; McDowell 2017; Schaap and Berkers 2020a,
2020b), which indicates that there may be difference between declarative “say-
ings” and non-declarative “doings,” for whites in particular. Our findings sug-
gest, however, that in the cognitive, non-declarative “background,” most
people, irrespective of social group characteristics, implicitly associate white-
ness with rock music and blackness with rap music. Extrapolating this to cate-
gorization processes in general, we can assume that such non-declarative
knowledge regarding racialized categories is also persistent in broader spheres
of social life such as education, employment, or legal systems, meaning that
racialized non-declarative knowledge is probably found throughout—and
has substantial consequences for—continued racialization in contemporary
North-Western societies. We, therefore, urge cognitive/cultural sociologists
and sociologists of race and ethnicity to bridge disciplinary boundaries to
advance insights in the habitual, non-declarative aspects of everyday racial
categorization.
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